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Authors and Updates from the Publisher more directly from your desktop. McGraw-Hill Economics Description: The number
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McGraw-Hill Economics provides insightful overviews, topical coverage and analysis of the major issues and events affecting
the global economy. You get timely information and authoritative sources, to help you make informed decisions about the issues
that are important to you and your family. McGraw-Hill Economics is essential reading for anyone who wants to make sense of
the economy. If you have any questions about the site please contact us. Monday, December 2, 2016 Here are the latest figures
for the Unemployment Rate: The unemployment rate fell from 5.0% to 4.9% in the month of November Here is a graph of the
Unemployment Rate on a monthly basis since 1945, courtesy of the Bureau of Labor Statistics: Economists are divided on the
possible economic implications of the revised figures for the month of November: *** If the contraction in the US labor force
is for real, then the unemployment rate should fall - as this would mean that the drop in labor supply is not compensated by an

increase in the number of unemployed people (as happened in the months that followed the 2008-09 recession). In this scenario,
the unemployment rate is bound to go down in future revisions. Alternatively, if the contraction in the labor force is not genuine
and will be reversed in a few months, then we should expect the unemployment rate to increase in the months that follow. This
scenario seems to be supported by the data: it appears that in the last two months - according to BLS preliminary estimates, it
looks like the Labor Force Participation Rate (which measures labor force participation) went up by only 0.4% which was less

than expected. Economists are more divided on the revisions for the month of October: *** The Labor Force Participation Rate
fell only by 0.1 percentage points in October and since the start of the 1990s it has never fallen by more than 0.3% in a month.
This is what makes the 4.1% observed in October so remarkable. If the decline in the labor force was not a one-off event, then

we should expect some sort of reaction that would be reflected in subsequent revisions for the month of November. By contrast,
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if we were to believe the revisions for the month of October, then the whole concept of "recovery" is in danger. Remember how
the media kept talking about the "greatest economic expansion in US history" (or something similar) when the only thing that

changed 09e8f5149f
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McGraw-Hill Economics helps you stay up to date with important Economic News, Videos, Books, our Authors and Updates
from the Publisher more directly from your desktop. Learn more - published:12 May 2014 views:5519 Jeremy Rifkin is a
strategic advisor and the CEO of a company he co-founded, Foundation for Economic Growth, a New York-based non-profit
that works to advance scientific and technological literacy. The organization produces the Science, Technology & Corporate
Success (STCS) Conference. He is also the author of 'The End of Work.' Rifkin is never short on ideas and he is also the guest
on this week’s PodcastingRevolution. »»﴿───► See More on BROADCASTINGREVOLUTION.INFO Your broadcast could
not be loaded in the player Broadcast may not be available in your country BROADCASTINGREVOLUTION.INFO is the
official media partner for the Podcasting Revolution 2017. You want to know who is coming to the party with you in the city
your listeners have chosen to host the greatest party of the 21st century, our job is to bring you the scoop on the hottest parties!
Music: All the world is dancing/ by SHEKER BAXTER (BONUS TRACK) All covers of this song are created by TCS and and
available under Creative Commons. Title : All The World Is Dancing Artist : Saker Baxter Label : TCS Email :
info@broadcastingrevolution.info published:16 Jan 2017 views:4485 In this weekend's SciShow we meet the entrepreneurial
geniuses who are transforming the airline industry. published:13 Oct 2012 views:16670 Here's the first of a new series of
interviews with the founders of the new business movement. In this episode we meet Binny Bansal,the co-founder of Flipkart. In
an age of 800-1000 online marketplaces he still believes in the power of offline too. In this interview he projects his views and
feels he has a long way to go regarding the distribution of wealth. About the speaker: Binny Bansal is a part of the $75 billion
Indian e-commerce industry. He is the co-founder of Flipkart. He’

What's New In McGraw-Hill Economics?

McGraw-Hill Economics allows you stay up to date with important Economic News, Videos, Books, our Authors and Updates
from the Publisher more directly from your desktop. For Authors and other Publishers with an interest in Promoting their
Content find out how to apply to increase exposure, gain consideration of your Content or apply to us to endorse a Book,
Paperback and eBook. For Readers with an interest in the Economy, our online Directory of Economists and Experts lists the
most influential people in the Global Economy and the Investment industry. You can even ask a Question for advice or receive
some assistance on an article, see our FAQs section. Essential Features: Narrow your search using our Quick Search feature to
find the exact article or magazine you're looking for (Access to full content available with your membership). News is available
for both the UK and US Markets, with over 14,000 titles, including the Financial Times, Economist and Guardian, for the UK
and Barron's, USA Today, Wall Street Journal and New York Times, for the US This extended features suite includes:
-Syndication Information for all McGraw-Hill publications: full text access and news summary -Video: watch videos from well-
known authors -Book reviews: find the latest on your favorite authors -Advice: find answers to your most common questions
-Website: access the publisher's website featuring the latest Economist Economics and Business news, and links to the latest
offers and subscription offers -Award-winning Economist services: publication of the prestigious Economist annual book
awards, the Robert L. Heilbrunn memorial prize in economics -Links to the Economist: access our most comprehensive
Economist website on the web -Awards-results links to the latest Economist research awards -Finance & Capital Markets
Articles: access thousands of finance articles -McGraw-Hill Economics is the most comprehensive and accurate source of
information on the economy on the Internet. -Content: access the most advanced economics content on the Internet. -Marketing
tools: see how you can promote your books, magazines, videos and other publications using the latest internet tools -Expert
Search: Our online Directory of Economists and Experts will help you find the answers you need, when you need them
-Questions: receive answers to your questions on your chosen topic from our expert team -News: stay up to date with the latest
economic news. What people are saying about McGraw-Hill Economics:
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Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: Intel Pentium IV / AMD Athlon 64 / Core 2 Duo Memory: 2GB (XP) / 2GB (Vista) / 3GB
(7, 8) Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard disk: 100 MB free space (2) Pre-installation Tools
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